
Bombom, designed by Joana Vasconcelos (see page 2).
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For the brand’s 50th anniversary in Canada, explore a curated 

selection of Roche Bobois’ new Spring-Summer collection.  

All furniture, including sofas, is customizable, blending 

creativity with noble materials and exceptional craftsmanship.

Among the novelties this season is the Bombom collection

shapes, playful colors, and endless creativity.

We look forward to showing you the full range of 

or on-site, including our Quick Ship Program(1) with select 

furniture pieces available in stock.

French Art de Vivre.

Edito

Portuguese visual artist Joana Vasconcelos 
designed the Bombom collection for Roche Bobois. 

It comprises a range of seats and decorative 
accessories with bold, delectable shapes suited  

for both indoor and outdoor use.

Opposite:
Bombom Indoor. Collection of sofas, upholstered in Stretch fabric. Completely removable slipcovers. Set of back 
cushions that can be freely arranged on the sofa and anti-slip mat. Base in solid beech with black stain. Coin cocktail 
tables, designed by Dmitry Kozinenko. Reine floor lamps, designed by Chape & Mache. Made in Europe. 

Front cover:
Bombom Outdoor. Collection of sofas, upholstered in Méridien fabric. Completely removable slipcovers. Set of back 
cushions that can be freely arranged on the sofa and anti-slip mat. Base in black plastic. Pisa floor lamps, designed by 
Carlo Zerbaro. Made in Europe. Semi-Frio rug.

Bombom - designed by Joanna Vasconcelos
Collection of sofas for both indoor and outdoor use



Palatine - designed by Christophe Delcourt
Dining room   

Palatine. Sofa upholstered in Smile fabric, W. 285 x H. 82 x D. 106 cm. Base in solid beech with black stain. Other dimensions available. Optional 
throw cushions. Turn Up cocktail tables, designed by Christian Ghion. Silo pedestal table, designed by Maurizio Manzoni. Brin floor lamp, designed by Joëlle 
Rigal. Made in Europe. Satori rug, designed by Alessandra Benigno.

Palatine. Dining table. W. 275 x H. 73 x D. 110 cm. Top with Canaletto walnut veneer and solid walnut edging. Two-leg base and solid, unfilled 
Roman travertine insert in the top. Two solid Canaletto walnut bars with a stained, varnished finish. Other dimensions available. Sideboard, L. 240 x H. 70 

Made in Europe. 
Satori rug, designed by Alessandra Benigno.

This table’s structure has FSC™ Mix certification. It is made 
with a mixture of materials from responsibly managed, 
FSC™-certified forests and from other controlled sources.

This sofa’s structure has FSC™ Mix certification. It is made 
with a mixture of materials from responsibly managed, 
FSC™-certified forests and from other controlled sources.

Palatine - designed by Christophe Delcourt
                                                   Large 4-seat sofa



Sofa upholstered in Smile Flex fabric. W. 235/421/235 x H. 83 x D. 108 cm. Fully tufted. Metal frame. Other 
dimensions available. Chess occasional tables, designed by Marcel Wanders. Chroma floor lamp, designed by Arturo 

Made in Europe. Cordouan rug, designed by Jean Paul Gaultier.

Setup - designed by Sacha Lakic
Eco-designed, fully recyclable modular sofa 



Cigale. Dining table. L. 200 x H. 75 x D. 100 cm with 2 integrated extension leaves of 40 cm. Top in glass/ceramic composite (several finishes 
available) on a lacquered aluminum crossbar. Base in lacquered steel plates (several color options). Other dimensions and fixed version available, 
price upon request. Identities chairs, designed by Raphael Navot. Fleur de coton floor lamp, designed by Alessio Bassan. Made in Europe.

Bubble 2. Curved 3-4 seat sofa, upholstered in Câlin fabric. L. 248 x H. 80 x D. 132 cm. Fully tufted. Other dimensions available. 
Optional throw cushions. Ovni Up cocktail tables, designed by Vincenzo Maiolino. Rio Ipanema pedestal table, designed by Bruno Moinard. 

Made in Europe. Silky rug.

Cigale - designed by Andrea Casati
Dining table with extension leaves, glass and ceramic top

Bubble 2 - designed by Sacha Lakic
Curved 3-4 seat sofa



Alliage. Dining table. L. 200 x H. 75 x D. 113 cm. Barrel-shaped top in a ceramic/glass composite (many finishes available) with 2 integrated extension 
leaves (40cm), that transform the shape of the top into an oval. Crossbar in aluminum and base in steel with epoxy lacquer finish. Other shapes and 
dimensions available. Kasuka chairs, designed by Roberto Tapinassi & Maurizio Manzoni. Dorienne suspension and table lamps, designed by Martino 
Sasso. Made in Europe. 

Bubble. Bed upholstered in Orsetto Flex fabric. L. 202 x H. 90 x D. 271 cm for a queen size mattress. Tufted headboard and bed frame. All bed 
dimensions available. Coiffe armchair and ottoman, designed by Stephen Burks. Clic side tables, designed by A+A Cooren. Astréa armchair, designed by 

Made in Europe.

Sukato - designed by Elsa Pochat 

Table lamp with structure in black metal and lampshade 
in pleated paper. Lampshade with two opening positions. 

Made in Europe.

Alliage - designed by Andrea Casati
Dining table with extension leaves, glass and ceramic top

Kasuka -  

Chair upholstered with leather-like fabric on the metal legs and back wings and Alchimie fabric 

Made in Europe.

Bubble - designed by Sacha Lakic
                     Bed, with tufted bed frame



Sofa upholstered in Nuage fabric. Set of back cushions that can be freely arranged on the sofa. Solid beech base 
with wenge color varnish. Waterline occasional tables, designed by Cédric Ragot. Floraison floor lamps, designed by 
Bernhardt & Vella. Made in Europe. Cordouan rug, designed by Jean Paul Gaultier. 

Conversation - designed by Philippe Bouix
Modular sofa

This sofa’s structure has FSC™ Mix certification. It is made with a mixture of materials from responsibly 
managed, FSC™-certified forests and from other controlled sources.



Mah Jong Outdoor. Modular sofa upholstered in Missoni fabrics for outdoor use. The modular system lends itself to endless 
configurations and is made up of seat cushions (L. 95 x H. 19 x D. 95 cm), straight backrests, corner elements (H. 53 cm) and a lounge chair 
(L. 159 x H. 19 x D. 95 cm). The adjustable back mechanism, lumbar cushions and small cushions are optional. All elements are padded, 
tufted and handmade. Bases in openwork, lacquered and CDP-coated metal, finish on request. Seat and back cushions in Dryfeel foam. 
Adjustable lacquered base, several finishes available. Apex ottomans, designed by Sacha Lakic. Pisa floor lamps, designed by Carlo Zerbaro. 
Made in Europe.

Auréa. Dining table. L. 240 x H. 75 x D. 110 cm. Structure and top in solid teak with sun pattern. Other dimensions available. Folding 

“Mah Jong Sofa 3D” app   

Mah Jong Outdoor - designed by Hans Hopfer
Modular sofa, upholstered in Missoni fabrics for outdoor use

This sofa’s structure has FSC™ Mix certification. It is made with a mixture of 
materials from responsibly managed, FSC™-certified forests and from other 
controlled sources.

fabrics by

Auréa - designed by Sacha Lakic
Outdoor dining table in solid teak

Table, chairs and bench have FSC™ Mix certification. It is  
made with a mixture of materials from responsibly managed, 
FSC™-certified forests and from other controlled sources.



(1)QUICK SHIP PROGRAM 
Some of our most iconic designs are currently in stock and available for delivery within 4 weeks or less 
of the order date. Offer valid on select models, colors, compositions, and dimensions, available while 
stocks last. Contact your showroom for more information.

Lumierrante, Galerie Yves Gastou. Papier peint Casamance. LLotja de Sant Jordi (Alcoi), Architect Santiago Calatrava. Spol 
Architects. Sculpture Victoire Harcourt. Architect: 05 AM arquitectura. @brasaani.studio.

fabrics by
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BROSSARD – Quartier DIX30
MC

 – 8440 Boulevard Leduc - Tel. 450-656-8440 

CALGARY – 225 10th Avenue SW - Tel. 403-532-4401 

LAVAL – Quartier Laval – 660 Boulevard Le Corbusier - Tel. 450-688-6000

MONTREAL – 505 Avenue du Président Kennedy - Tel. 514-350-9070

QUEBEC – 9, rue de Courcelette - Tel. 418-681-4101

TORONTO – 101 Parliament Street - Tel. 416-366-3273 

TORONTO - Castlefied Design District (Opening soon) - 125 Tycos Dr. 

VANCOUVER – 716 West Hastings Street - Tel. 604-633-5005

and lounge chair elements (L. 159 x H. 19 x D. 95 cm). Adjustable backs, lumbar cushions and throw 
cushions available as an option. All elements are fully padded, tufted and handmade, and set on platforms. 
Platform frames and backs in solid oak, tops in wenge-stained Alpi®

table lamps, designed by Clarisse Dutraive. Made in Europe. Rockford rug, Missoni.

Mah Jong - designed by Hans Hopfer
Modular seating system, upholstered in Missoni fabrics

“Mah Jong Sofa 3D” app   


